END SANCTUARY CITIES: AMERICA’S TICKING TIME BOMBS!

Does it make sense for elected leaders throughout America to openly defy our nation’s laws and offer safe haven to countless thousands of individuals who are illegally in our country – many of them with criminal records?

The answer is a resounding “NO.”

Today as local, state, and federal authorities wage a “war of enforcement” related to our country’s immigration laws, it is essential that “sanctuary” policies be eliminated as soon as possible in the more than 500 jurisdictions that offer them.

Sanctuary Cities Undermine America’s Rule of Law and Put American Lives At Risk

The very existence of sanctuary cities stands as a huge welcome sign to people across the globe to sneak into our country without the risk of being expelled. They foster lawlessness and undermine our nation’s security – at a time when we must protect all citizens from potential dangers from a range of sources. Failure to totally eliminate sanctuary policies will be a major setback to efforts to rein-in today’s out-of-control immigration and population numbers.

NPG has been a leader in fighting the war on sanctuary cities. We have reached out to thousands of Americans to enlist their support in this battle, run national media ads to alert citizens to the dire consequences of their elected leaders continuing such practices, and petitioned Congress to deny federal funds to cities that embrace “sanctuary madness.” We welcome President Trump’s efforts to end this ticking time bomb.

For more than 47 years, NPG has promoted responsible population policies and fought for common-sense immigration reform. As we work to fund our informative research, expand our valuable education projects, and take our message to millions more citizens to get them to help slow, halt and eventually reverse today’s soaring population numbers – we need your help.

Please stand with NPG and support our mission at www.NPG.org.

THE FASTER WE CAN ELIMINATE SANCTUARY CITIES, THE SAFER OUR NATION WILL BE!